
Revised Instructions 
An Alternate way to setup a Quick 220® System 

 
 
Goal:  To produce 208-240 volts by connecting to 2 correctly wired outlets on circuits of different phases 
that don’t have GFI’s. 
 
You will need: 

 Quick 220® System voltage converter 
 GFI Receptacle Tester supplied with Quick 220® System 
 Extension cord, grounded, 3 wire:  any gauge cord is ok for this step.  See instructions to 

select proper gauge to match your equipment’s ampere demand. 
 Plug adapters (CORD102) for 20 ampere Quick 220® Systems, only.  

 
Do this: 
 
1. Select the first outlet.  Plug in the “GFI Receptacle Tester”.  Two yellow lights will illuminate.   

• If anything else, find another outlet.  The outlet is mis-wired. 
2. Push the RED BUTTON on the tester for 2 seconds minimum and release.  After release, the two 

yellow lights should be on.   
• If lights are off, find another outlet.  This one has a GFI.  Quick 220® systems 

will turn off GFI protected outlets. 
3. Plug a grounded 3 wire extension cord into the outlet you just tested.  Use the short adapter cords if 

necessary. 
4. If you received extension cords from Quick 220® Systems, skip this step.  If you are using you own 

extension cords, plug the “GFI Receptacle Tester” into the end of the extension cord.  The two 
yellow lights should illuminate.  Remove the tester.   

• If you do not see the 2 yellow lights, the extension cord is mis-wired.  Repair 
or replace the extension cord. 

5. Plug one of the Quick 220® power cords into the extension cord, using one of the short adapter 
cords if necessary.  The Quick 220® system should click quietly.  It now is half powered through the 
extension cord. 

6. Carry the Quick 220® system with you as you walk around and plug the remaining Quick 220® cord 
into different outlets in the area until the Quick 220® lamp illuminates.   

• No luck?  Try outlets at a greater distance, if necessary. 
7. When the Quick 220® lamp illuminates, you will have 208-240 volts at the Quick 220® outlet.  Plug in 

your 208-240 volt device, switch the Quick 220® circuit breaker to “on”, and start your equipment.  
(Don’t forget that your 208-240 volt equipment may require a heavier extension cord!) 


